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Student Congress
Elections Approaching
Student Congress is a representative
body of students within the campus
governance structure, whose function is
to seek, evaluate and act as deemed appropriate upon areas of student concern.
The Congress consists of a president, two
vice-presidents, and elected representatives. The officers will be designated as
the cabinet, serving as ex oficio of the
seven governance boards, as well as comprising the executive board. Elections for
next year's officers are April 15 - just
around the corner! The opportunity to
serve as an officer for Student Congress
allows the elected a good say in affairs affecting Hope students. Specifically, rights
and duties of the officers are as follows:
President--!) chief representative of the
student body; 2) ability to initiate policies
of student concern and refer them to a
task force (which he-she appoints and
designates a chairperson if necessary);
3) call meetings when necessary; 4)
direct budgetary concerns of the Congress.
First Vice-Presldent-l) responsible for
campus elections, polls, and necessary
publicity; 2) coordinator of campus
speaker programs affiliated with the Congress.

Second V i c e - P r e s i d e n t - l ) o f f i c i a l
chairperson of the Student Congress Appropriations Committee (the committee
has power in recommending, after study,
portions of the Student Activities Fund to
student organizations and then to the Congress for vote, reserving the right to examine the financial records of any
organization financed by the fund); 2)
oversee the writing and distribution of the
minutes of cabinet, executive board, and
Student Congress meetings; 3) responsible for tabulating results of all votes of
the Congress.
Hope's student governing system is unique in allowing the students, who are
represented by the elected Congress, to
have direct determination in areas involving students. So, let's get on the move
and pick up a petition at the Student Congress office (basement of DeWitt) and-or
chat with any one of the officers (Chris
Simons-President; Kevin Toren-lst VicePresident; Rick Dernberger-2nd VicePresident). The present officers are interested in questions you may have, so
don't be reserved in approaching them.
Remember, the election date is April 15.
Good luck!

Student Housing Plan
by Tim Gortsema
Some changes in the student housing
accommodations for next year will result
in Hope's using some cottages in a different manner.
•'We are trying to cut down the number
of facilities and consolidate people," said
Dean Bruce Johnston.
Reese, Oggle, Mandeville and Steffens
Cottages will not be retained by the college for housing purposes next year. Also,
Yonkman Cottage will become the home
of the International Education department.

One thing that will be done to alleviate
this problem is to open the new apartments on Columbia Ave. and 14th St. to
students. In replacing the spread-out cottages with the centralized apartments,
the college hopes to make it easier for
students to get to and from campus by
having them live closer to the school.
These moves will increase the total
capacity of housing for off-campus
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WSFrom left, Katie McGory, Lorrie Sanderson and Carol Bringham rehearse a piece
for the American Dance Festival Association's second Midwestern Festival, to be
held March 25-28 in Madison Wisconsin. More on Hope's Dancers, page 8. (photo by
Tom W agner)
—

Anchor Editor Selected
Chris Van Eyl, the current copy editor

for the anchor, has been selected by the
Student Communications Media Committee as next y e a r ' s anchor editor.
Van Eyl, a psychology, English and
special education triple-major was
selected largely because of her leadership experiences in many campus activities. In addition to her position with
the anchor she has been on the opus staff

the past three semesters, the SAC main
planning board and entertainment committee. She also works for the Academic
Skills Center.

With the appointment of the anchor
editor, the associate editor positions are
now open. Anyone interested in these
positions should contact Chris Van Eyl or

stop by the anchor office.

Student Interns at NY Radio Station

Columbia Apartments are another
housing section which will not be open to
students next year. The college doesn't
own these facilities outright, and will not
renew the leases for next year.
by DaleAggen
Another plan Is to convert some of the
In New York City, the media capital of
double rooms in Voorhees Hall to single the world, any kind of radio goes, and this
certainly was true for John Vassallo's Inones.
ternship experience with WBAI.
Vassallo, a senior at Hope from Queens,
Although it may seem as if the college New York, was Assistant Public Affairs
is expecting a big drop in enrollment, this Director for WBAI last semester. What
isn't the case. ''We a r e keeping our op- makes WBAI and his internship unique is
tions open in case of overflow housing the station^ left-wing orientation and
needs," said Johnston.
broadcast format. Such things as The
Caribbean and Latin American Report,
and Why the Revolution Hasn't Come, are
students and also make the style of living common formats at ATOAl.
The reason WBAI can survive is
more comfortable. The apartment combecause
it is a public radio station
plex will have the ability to house 115
(listener supported by money donationsy
students.
,

ana does not have to rely upon outside
advertising, Vassallo said. By not catering to an advertiser's philosophy, WBAI
could air controversial topics and points
of view that would be undeslreable for
most advertisers.
44
Even though WBAI is relatively small
compared to larger network stations, I
was able to get excellent hands-on experience," Vassallo said. He worked with
Ralph Nader and Abby Hoffman during
interview taplngs.
Besides working with these celebrities,
Vassallo set up an interview with the
band Little Feat, edited tape and made
remote live broadcasts. "My internship

wasn't all glamour though," Vassallo
said, "I had to deal with some intense
liberals."
Vassallo said he learned much more at
his Internship than during conventional
college classes because he dealt with people on a "grass-roots" level. WBAI was a
people oriented radio station.
"Even though the employees at WBAI
are paid very little, the people there want
to do radio and this was an outlet,"
Vassallo said. The employees wanted to
pass on their knowledge.
Vassallo got his internship through the
GLCA New York program. "WBAI was
the right plpce to be," Vassallo said.
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French President Francois Mitterand
visited President Reagan for a few hours
last Thursday. He praised Reagan's
Caribbean Recovery Project, and listened to the President's analysis of Central
America. Reagan called It a "very
unusual friend-to-frlend meeting."
The U.S. placed a ban on the importaUon of Libyan oil. The Administration accuaed Libya's Muammar Khadafy of a
plan to kill several Americans in the
SudM last November.

General David Jonet, making the

claim that a vote against their proposal
could be interpretted as a vote lor U.S. interventioo in El Salvador.
A Republican congressman spent an
hour on the House floor last week criticiztog the President and his policies,
Moderate three-term Congressman Marc
L, Mark of Pennsylvania said he supported the President's economic program
initially, but felt "the time has come to
stop this massacre. My colleagues, I feel
very strongly that the time is now to call
ou

'

to thinking

men

and

women

strongest such statement by a govern- everywhere to raise their voices against
ment official to date, said that under no this murderous mandate that is being
circumstances would the U.S. send troops carried out."

to EI Salvador. Also last week, the Ad-

Michigan's second mass slaying in less

ministratloa presented evidence of a
military assemblage in Nicaragua that is
"Soviet style."
The Reagan Administration's policy on
Central America was called "confused
and dangerous" by two Democratic
Senators as they proposed legislation that

than a month occurred Saturday Just out•We nearby Allendale. The bodies of
Robert and Mary Jane Paulson and their
three daughters were found in the kitchen
of their burning home. The house was set
on fire, apparently by the muderer, after
the five were shot in the head.

would require prior Congressional ap-

Michigan governor William Miiiifc»«

proval for military action in the region, made a speech calling for reduced spenSenators Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts ding and increased taxes to solve the
and Christopher Dodd of Connecticut state's poor financial condition.

One Year Ago - Eric J. Sivertson
started what would become an endless
source of campus discussion by asking
the rhetorical question, "Is Hope Christ i a n ? " Sixty-four percent of Hope
students polled agreed that Saga, the
campus food service, should be replaced,
Western Theological Seminary announced that its new library would be off limits
to Hope students without special permlssion
Five Y e a n Ago - Michigan Senator
Donald Rlegle Jr. announced that he
would hold public hearings on the PBB
contamination problem. The primary
topic of discussion with male students
was the rumor that Congress might
reinstate the draft. The Student Media
Committee approved a proposal by President Van Wylen to give the Aflcyjor editor
free tuition for a May term.
Ten Years Ago - In the wake of the 18
year old age of majority law, at least two
fraternities served alcoholic beverages at
a rush event, In violation of school policy.
The national draft lottery was still In ef(ect, with all those holding a number less

than 15 to report (or induction. Hope announced its plans to confer an honorary
degree on the creator of "Kukla, Fran,
and Ollie/'Burr Tillstrom.
Fifteen Years Ago - One of the biggest
scandals to ever hit Hope College bannered the front page of the Anchor as It
was revealed that Hope history professor
Robert Peters was a fraud. Mr. Peters,
who claimed to have five degrees, turned
out to possess only one. Popular with the
students nonetheless and highly regarded
by many of his colleagues, Mr. Peters
was arrested by the FBI and sent to
Detroit to await deportation to his native
England. A letter to the editor suggested
that Hope confer an honorary degree
upon him and that students give him the
"H.O.P.E." award. The Student Life
Committee approved recommendations
that would further equality of the sexes.
giving the nod to proposals to allow
women to eat off campus, to smoke, and
to wear pants on speceflc occasions,
Senior John Cox (now of the Hope faculty) was named winner of a national
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.

Biologist Links Pieces of Protein Puzzle
by Bryan Pljanowskl
I'm sure at one time or another,
everyone has "goofed" around with a
Jigsaw puzzle; some are more difficult
than others. Jigsaw puzzles with blue
skies, for example, cause me problems.
Linking them together correctly is a time
consuming task. Eventually it's complete, but only after adding one piece at a
time so as to facilitate the discovering of
the next piece. But what, are you asking
yourself, has this got to do with last
week's biology seminar?
This analogy was given as an Introduction to a talk by Dr. Harold Laten of
Loyola University to describe how his
field, as with any scientific research area
in finding a whole picture to a problem at
hand, is approached. Dr. Laten's talk was
given on a specific area dealing with the
"wobble" hypothesis of transfer RNA, a
macromolecule In the cell concerned with
protein synthesis. His area of research
was brought to the "limelight", he
argues, through work done by many peo1
pie in related fields before him. They provided the pieces to the presently incomplete Jigsaw puzzle. He hopes his
work will in turn add a "piece" of the puz*
zle that will help "fill" the picture as well
as provide a catalyst for others working
in the related fields.
Laten chose to "narrow in" on his topic
by giving a very Interesting historical
perspective of RNA research In general
so as to show how his research came to be
dealt with.
The first pieces of the puzzle were supplied by what are called the classical
molecular geneticists. Classical genectics has shown that the synthesizing of
proteins is a process that occurs in a
small structure of the cell, the ribosome.
It begins with a macromolecule (large
molecule) called DNA, the basic component of genes and chromosomes that carries information in a chemical form in the
cell's nucleus. This molecule, when "sensing" a low level of, viz., a particular protein, activates the process of synthesizing
the deficient protein by first transferring
information found on the DNA molecule
to the ribosomes in the chemical form,
messenger RNA (mRNA). Specific tRNA
(t for transfer) contained in the cell carries a part of the protein or amino acid
that will make up the protein to the
ribosome from the nucleus. The ribosome

then detaches the amino acid from the
tRNA and adds it to the protein being synthesized. In the cell, at least twenty-one
different types of tRNA are present, each
specific for Its amino acid in a cell. It is
the order In which these amino acids occur linked together In a chain that determines the protein. This whole process of
synthesizing a protein In the ribosome is
like the construction of a pearl necklace.
The tRNA carries the pearl or amino acid
to be added to the ribosome. The
ribosome then detaches the pearl and
adds It to the Incomplete necklace, the
protein being synthesized. Once that
tRNA has contributed Its pearl. It Is kicked out of the ribosome to be replaced by
another tRNA. It, in turn, adds Its pearl to
the chain, and then so on, repeating this
process until the protein is synthesized.
The structure of tRNA resembles the
shape of a light bulb. The top of the light
bulb, or tRNA, is where the amino acid,
the pearl for the necklace, Is carried to be
"glued" to another amino acid by the
ribosome. The base or where the bulb is
screwed in, so to speak. Is where It Is attracted to the mRNA molecule by three
different plugs or nitrogenous bases.
Each of these, in correct combination, actually specifies what part of the mRNA
molecule the tRNA is to be attached to.
T h e a t t r a c t i v e n e s s of t h e
mRNA (messenger) is also composed of
nitrogenous bases. They occur on the
mRNA In sets of three, thus being able to
be attracted to tRNA's three nitrogenous
bases. These nitrogenous bases have to be
in a certain order to match to the mRNA
correcUy. The attachment of the tRNA to
the mRNA Is like a zipper; each set of the
teeth or nitrogenous bases on the tRNA
have to match up to the set of nitrogenous
bases on the mRNA teeth. However, it
has been shown that some tRNA have the
ability to make the third tooth exc h a n g a b l e with a n o t h e r t y p e of
nitrogenous base. This is sometimes
termed wobbling.
A more recent part of the puzzle, according to Laten, was added in 1965, a
year during a period of rampant study in
molecular genetics by scientists working
with molecular genetics of bacteria-the
organism used in research since introduced by classical geneticists. Interested in
studying organisms more closely related
to that of the cellular functions of

humans, these scientists turned to
baker's yeast--a single celled fungal
organism with all the true characteristics
(such as structure, function, and reactions) found In human ceils.
They chose baker's yeast because It
proved to be an Ideal organism to work
with. Its developmental process provides
a stable haplold stage (a state where-by
there Is only one one copy of a genetic Information strand or chromosome) as opposed to the regularly found diploid stage,
two sets or copies of chromosomes, found
In most organisms. Haplold stages are
advantageous because diploid stages
have Interactions between the two
chromosomes, such as masking one gene
by another (scientifically termed
dominance). Also, because It Is a fast
growing organism, a lot of experiments
can be done on them in a given period.
Thus baker's yeast provides a favorable
growth stage as well as favorable
developmental rates.
One year later, in 1966, two researchers, Hoffman and Gilmore, added
another Important piece to the puzzle.
They found that regulating a certain
nutrient needed by an organism caused a
mutation or alteration In structure on a
chromosome. However, they found that
this mutation was corrected (I.e. the
organism was able to recover or become
normal again) through a second mutation
c a u s e d at a n o t h e r s i t e on t h e
chromosome. This second type of mutation Induced by the cell Itself that corrects
an error Is termed a suppressor mutation.
Laten's work deals with investigating
one particular type of these suppressor
mutations that occurs In the mRNA
strand In baker's yeast. These mutations
cause the creation of an Incomplete protein. The mRNA molecule, to complete
the protein, must eventually halt protein
synthesis. This normally occurs at the
end of the mRNA strand. However, a
mutation on the mRNA strand sometimes
occurs such that the mRNA gives the stop
word (a special combination of three
nitrogenous bases) in the middle of synthesizing the protein. Thus, an Incomplete
protein strand is synthesized.
Laten stated that these special wobble
tRNA actually play a role in correcting
this mutaUon. Through a series of isolation and degradation techniques, Laten
showed how some of the wobble tRNA's

third exchangable "tooth" contained a
special structure added on to the
nitrogenous base. According to Laten.
these special types of wobble tRNA showed a very high ability to exchange or wobble. This Is significant In that this enhanced wobble of these tRNAs compensates
for an error In a mRNA by "ignoring" the
mutation and adding an amino acid to the
chain, thus enabling the protein synthesis
to continue as normal. Even if this Inserted amino acid is incorrect Laten
stated, one amino acid in a strand of, viz.,
100 amino acids that normally occur in a
protein, will be negllgable compared to
an incomplete synthesized protein, which
Is usually lethal.
Even though this seems like a trivial
subject when looked at separately, it
does, Laten argues, help to provide a
piece to a very large and complex Jugsaw
puzzle. Hopefully, complete understanding of this area will lead to cures for
critical genetic diseases such as Huntington's Disease, phenylketonuria, and
alkaptonuria.
Unfortunately, this week's Biology
Seminar will not be held. All those who
usually attend this significant event
should look "appropriately sad" this Friday.

NEED HELP?

Concerned about Pregnancy?
•P^gnoncy
TtttSig

Cbnfkkotiol
Ask for Sharon

CALL ext. 2362
NEED EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE UP TO
$4000®° or $2000°°
CASH BONUS?
CONTACT THE
MICHIGAN NATIONAL
GUARD FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CALL
392-9081 or 392-5887.
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What's To Be Don6?
Constructive Pledging
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by Timothy Shaffer
Once more the foolishness is over. Once
again three weeks of pledging has
demonstrated a disheartening fact: that
there are many people who hunger so
much for friendship and peer approval
that they a r e willing to s u b j e c t
themselves to personal humiliation and
d e g r a d a t i o n In t h e n a m e of
"brotherhood" or "sisterhood."
I personnally have very little against
fraternities or sororities as Institutions. I
have never been a part of one - 1 have
never needed to be a part of one - but I do
believe that Greek societies can and do
serve useful functions. They do provide a
means for people to meet peers and make
lasting friendships. 1 have a friend who
told me that his fraternity brothers really
meant a lot to him when his girlfriend
took a semester off campus. They provide
opportunities for Individuals to become
Involved In community service projects.
They do have a lot of entertaining functions that all members of the community
can participate In. And, yes, they do serve
as a quasi-dating service for the shy and
plain at Hope College.
In short, It Is not their existence that I
object to, but the methods they use to promote their so-called "unity." Pledging, as
I see It, constitutes for most actives little
more than an excuse for the manifestation of latent sadistic tendencies. People
who seldom command any authority suddently become endowed with the power to
harass and belittle others, some of whom
would normally command their respect.
The previously meek or commonplace
suddenly become drunk with power. And
as we all know, power corrupts.

Just as the desire to Inflict degradation
on others speaks ' to some lack of
character, so It seems does the desire to
accept such degradation. I realize that It
Is often difficult to differentiate fact from
rumor when It comes to pledging activities and some of the worst stories I
choose not to believe (such as subjecting
pledges to being spat on, having feces or
urine thrown at them, or having
"swlrlles"). But many of the activities
that I have seen remind me vlvfdly of an
experience I had In dehumanlzatlon basic training In the military,
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debt, not to mention the billions of dollars
by Dan Rutt
Well, the Selective Service System is up that would be needed to build prisons and
to its same old tricks. After its so called courthouses, and hire judges.
"grace" period for "late" registrants It Is
There must be a better solution. In a
once again faced with the reality of what
pluralistic
society It seems baffling to
to do with over 900,000 nonreglstrantsthat is if they can find them--and prosecu- hold nonregistrants' beliefs catagorlcally
tion seems to be their solution. Of course, intolerable, especially if they are nonthey have never considered any com- violent. This is reminiscent of a letter to
promise, but Instead have continued to in- the editor last week where somebody was
sist upon intimidating young men as the worried about pacifist "propaganda", as
p r e f e r r e d solution. By threatening if once people started loving one another
nonregistrants with the possibility of a we would no longer know how to solve our
five year prison sentence and-or a $10,000 problems, or perhaps it is the assault with
fine, the vast majority of these people the intent to reconcile that he fears.
have chosen, quite understandably, to Perhaps I am biased, but I would rather
stay underground. However, this threat js see my children grow up in an environexactly that: a threat. They may be able ment where love is given at least equal
to throw ten, twenty or perhaps even one time to hate. Do nonregistrants pose a
hundred of us in prison, but this is danger to humankind? I do not believe
chicken-feed when compared to the ac- that they do, but many people believe that
tual number of nonregistrants, not to somehow they are asking for some
mention the Increased resistance that will special advantage. But, If registration Is
result. Sure, there may be thousands who a disadvantage then Is not a forced disadare scared Into registering, but this will vantage unjust? And, If registration Is an
prove nothing except that fear still has a advantage, then why do we have to force
major effect on our lives, and even the people to do It? However, If registration Is
Soviet government can do that. Those neither an advantage nor a disadvantage,
who expect more from our government then why would we want to make It a
than the Soviet's are waiting for our felony for not registering? What Is the
government-hopefully somewhat less crime that a nonreglstrant commits? I
ruthless than the Sovlet's-to break down think that the only Just solution Is to make
and return to Its rightful democratic and registration voluntary. Do we have to
constitutional principles. Although our force people to defend their own Ingovernment, by its own bureaucratic terests? If we do, I would not be surprised
nature, has decided prosecution is the If what was being defended was actually
most effective way of combatting not In the Interest of those people.
nonregistration,.at an estimated $25,000
Besides being Involuntary servitude,.
per trial, 1 douM ih^t ^ M H M t o ftW
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So I ask the question that I'm sure has
been asked before: why can't pledging be
more constructive? Why can't pledging
be geared toward drawing out the best In
someone, not subjecting them to the
worst? Why can't pledging by closely tied
with some constructive community activity (even If It's painting the fraternity
basement)? In my experiences, people
got ' a greater sense of unity and
brotherhood (or sisterhood) by working
together on a worthwhile project and being able to look at the finished product
and say that it was worth doing.
My diatribes will probably serve little
purpose beyond a personal catharsis. The
real people who can make the changes (If
they really want to) are fraternity and
sorority members, old and new.
The choice Is yours. Either you change
the nature of pledging to make It a truly
posits* and rewarding experience (for
yours^ ves and for others) or you carry
on the mindless harassment in the name
of tradition.
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Preliminary plan for student organization offices to be relocated on the main floor
of DeWitt. The space is presently occupied by the Kletz kitchen, snack bar, offices,
and part of the open area surrounding them.

just principles. Now, some would argue
that registration and the draft are different, but no matter how we look at it we
must consider registration simultaneously with the possibility of a draft. If there is
no possibility of a draft then there Is no
purpose for registration, and It should not
be continued. However, if there Is a
possibility of a draft, registration must be
resisted with the same force as an actual
draft. Historically, peacetime registration has always led to a draft ¥ thus there
is a strong link between the two.
Regardless of whether or not one believes
that registration and-or the draft are
needed, the attempted prosecutions of an
e x t r e m e l y s m a l l m i n o r i t y of
nonregistrants is unjust. The prosecutions will only be selected examples to
scare others, but with the continual
neglect of the Selective Service System
brought into public attention, the prosecutions will only cause greater unity in the
anti-draft movement. The Selective Service System still seems willing to continue to neglect the concerns of draft-age
men, in an authoritarian manner, but by
excluding the very people who are being
"selected" from the process of decision
making, they leave few ways to petition
for change. I will bet that It is Intimidation that will lose In the end.

On Thursday, March 18, at 7:00 In the
Alley Hope for Peace will be showing the
fllmstrlp, "Every Heart Beats True."
This fllmstrlp a d d r e s s e s Christian
perspectives on registration and afterwards there will be a- discussion.
Everyone Is encouraged to participate
and all perspectives will be appreciated.
See you there.

Blah, Blah,
Yak, Yak
Dear editor:
I was reading the anchor today and
found several articles on Arnoldo Ramos
and the movie he showed In Durfee. I'm
Latin American, from Honduras to be exact, and you know, I'm getting tired of
this empty talk and arguing. Blah, blah
here; yak, yak there; argue, argue
everywhere. In the end nobody's right,
everybody thinks they are and my people
are still dying of hunger and getting killed.
I was in Durfee that night; I also heard
Arnoldo Ramos say to Dr. Holmes, "What
gives you the right to interfere in my
country?" Oh yes, almost everybody
clapped; I want to know right now from
all of those who did, "Who or what gives
you the right to give your opinion so freely
when you probably have never set a foot
In Central America?!" You claim that
you object to your government's interference with other countries. But can't
you see that It all starts with people like
you, who mess around with things they
don't know anything about? Please stop
using us as the dirty rag to wave In your
government's face!
Sincerely,
Ana G. Agurcla
P.S. By the way, Timothy Shaffer and
Randy Durband, Mlsklto Indians are getting killed but it's on the border between
H o n d u r a s and N i c a r a g u a (not
Guatemala) and the sandlnlsta forces are
Nlcaraguan. Doubt about them getting
killed? See Time of March 1, 1982; and
Dr. Curry, If I can't rely on my sources
you have no right to rely on yours either.
Unless df equrse you were there...were
:14 r
yolit

Editorial
We Should Work Less?
A few weeks ago, in the heat of discussion concerning Student
Media salaries, a member of the Student Media pointed out that
increased salaries were needed to make the positions more attractive. With the higher costs of education, more and more students
are finding it necessary to work to help put themselves through
school. Few students find media positions palatable, since they
demand a great deal of time and pay a very low salary. When the
point concerning the corollary between wages and attractiveness
was made, a member of Student Congress responded that to make

IT MAPE

the job more attractive, we should work less!

We have tried this semester to put out a first rate newspaper ~
one with substance, one that appeals to a broad spectrum, one that
serves a greater purpose than lining one's bird cage. This requires
a lot of work. But if this is not what the Hope community wants, we
can easily oblige. We're students just like everyone else. We have
papers to write and tests to take and sometimes those pursuits suffer In lieu of production of the paper. We all could afford to spend
more time on studies. And we will, if that Is the wish of the Hope
community.
A Student Congress Committee is still discussing the possibility
of Increasing the media salaries. Since the money for student
salaries comes from the Student Activity Fee, the students should
have some Input as to where the money goes. If you believe that
we have done a good job with the paper--lf you wish to see the continuance of the effort we've put in-lf you believe that his effort
merits more than $10 a week-then support us. Write a letter to the
anchor or talk to your Student Congress Representative. But if
you believe that what we've done is nice but not necessary, or that
our efforts have not been worthwhile, then convey that to us and
we will regretfully oblige and revert to a four-page cat-box liner.

C Bedell, Fall Asleep

John L. Hess
by John L. Hess
The Important thing to know About Central America, children, is that it is not
Vietnam.
Defense Secretary Weinberger made a
big point of this on teieviston. The difference was that in Central American the
Soviets could get "a foothold on the
mainland of the United States. M
Weil, it's not exactly the United States.
But H's only three days by bus.
B«tldes, our president said, "I dWnt
start the El Salvador thing, 1 inherited
it.M So if he inherited K, it must be ours,
right?
Memorize the map, children, we're going to have a test. Note that El Salvador is
Inthemkkfle, and Nicaragua down there
to the right. President Reagan got them
mixed up at his news conference, wh*ch is
•asytodo.
The wedge in between is called Honduras. That's where w e hope to put in air
bases to help keep the peace • like the
ones we used in Thailand during that
other war.
Secretary of State Haig says the bad
people in El Salvador are controlled by a
wcret base somewhere else. That is Just
like the one that Nixon raided in Cambodia, only he never found K.
Secretary Haig of course knows exactly
where this new headquarters is. He
wouldn't make the same mistake twice,
would he? He says he has overwheftmtag
evidence, but he wont let out even a
whetotag bit of H. New, dass, why is
that?

Getting back to the map, you can see
that if Salvador falls this way, Guatemala
is next, and if it falls that way, there goes
Panama.
No, children, we don't say it's like a row
of dominos any more. We are more into
biology these days.
Like, President Reagan says this whole
region - Central America and the Caribbean • Is a vital stratigic artery. Now,
what other parts of the body are vital to
us?
No, Iran used to be our eyes and ears,
but no more. However, Secretary
Weinberger has called the Straits of Hormuz In the Persian Gulf our umbilical
cord. That must be navel terminology.
•
w e do cling to toeholds in
Southeast Asia. And some strategists are
worried about the safety of our underpinirtn^s in Antarctica- ..
You see, class, if you set out to rule the
world, geography is important, but it's
not enough. You also need medical advice.

Ms. Catherine May Bedell came to campus last week to address the Model UN and a number of classes. While the anchor
heartily welcomes speakers of various persuasions, we must
Copyright, 1982, United Feature Synquestion this selection. Much of what she said during her threedicate, Inc.
day visit was either superficial or Inconsequential.
Her talk on International Trade was elementary and made one
¥*wfcty S«pf«mb#f thcovgh AprH
wonder how she secured a position as a commissioner. During
dvftag •«am p#Hodt ood coH«gt vocoanother talk, her explanation of her election to Congress helped us
Woo •nd SoMoy
24 itwM p*r y«or
>y w *
for
MutftrtH o» Hop* Co4l«g«
put her ta perspective; she said that her training in acting and
foHond. MkMgan. und*r
authority of th«
speech made up for her lack of knowledge of political science.
Cawmwokottont M«4to Commttt««
Political sdeace student* In attendance should have gathered that
•oriW fortArtf (rem th» w u t o * actMty W
they should resign themselves to being bureaucrats, and leave
hrewfk t*w4ai* Confrau. Sutacriptton prke
Kight, for reasons of oaUmal security.
elected office for gifted speakers, the wealthy, former athletes, We wouldol want the other side to know M Mr f a r . Momb^r, Attoctotod C«tl*gk>t«
and other actors.
•r*«*, Offte*. feMtad on lowar l*v*4 of th*
where their headquarters are and bow
S«w*m Cantor, tatafhona
Chi Thursday, Ms. Bedell spoke at a luncheon for honors their weapons are coming In, wotdd we?
apintant on th»» paf* ora not nacaMorlty
But there's another reason. Anybody?
students in the social sciences. Leadership w u her topic, and the
ltto*a a* thga ttudant body, fo<u)ty. or od
Well, we don't want them to play any
poup was informed that to be a leader, one must know oneself,
mintskerton o« Hope CoNota.
have confidence, and present a pleasant appearance. A very orofound message, to be sure.
tWTWT rTfrr^Wf
mere dirty tricks on us. They're always
What saddens us Is that hundreds of dollars were spent by the
planting false Information
* WWf wf W IMfTWT
Former Mfinben of Congress, the Dean for Arts and Humanltlet,
fondr OurhoiH/
and the Political Science Department to bring her here. That
U t e tat white paper on 81 Salvador.
fhsftsMtof
And only test mouth. Secretary Haig fiaiMa
money could have been spent hi a much better way, basically by
—.~ —
fWfTT\AJ^
rroynvr
pointed
to
a
picture
In
*
ri^t-wlng
bringing someone who had something to say. The emptiness of
FVencto paper as proof ot "atrocious
CopyUHor
her words was masked by ideological jargon and tales from her
ItnocMal actions" by tkepreoeot govemChrhVonfyl
experiences.
ment of Nicaragua.
Mir/inUftmAft
iwrfVtfw»W
It turned out that Hie plcturc had been
^ a w a r i n anc ' frlen<fly person, but these are not
OonOoornbo*
qualifications for speaking engagements. We hope the Dean's of- taken by aa American ptatograpber four
Meinft
y w s ago. It showed an atrocity by M So/#me
fice and the Political Science Department will place future proNlcaraguan troops on onr side. Things A d v e r t ^ Menojer Adverting loyevt
spective speakers under closer scrutiny. When a Hope student inlike that hurt our cause, so we nrastnt
fom Kyrot
vests his or her time and effort to listen to a speaker, quality is ex- keep insisting on proof for everything, our tofidy Htorren
leaders say.
pected and deserved. Usually it is provided - but, not this time.
»«s«>n*cfoM poMose paid ot HeHond. Mf
*)8T*ASTW: tend addrau ctontat to
Hope Cottege onchor. HopeCoHeffo. HeHend.
MM.
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Repeal the
Reagan Tax Cut

Insufferable Dribble

events for the entire campus meets more
Dear Editor :
As a member of the Appropriations students' needs and Interests. By supCommittee, I feel compelled to respond to porting already existing organizations >
the Insufferable dribble spewed forth in and encouraging the formation of new n
last week's Anchor editorial. Whereas groups, the Committee does not feel that x
But a great many of the wealthy perby Earl R. Curry
some good questions were raised, mlsln- this is a "disturbing allocation" of the j
One of the least written about scandals form no socially useful service. I have In
students' money. Rather, It Is the opinion ;
formatlon was unfortunately
In American life is the inequitable federal mind here the highly paid executives of a
disseminated to the student body through of the Appropriations Committee that the 1
Income tax. It redistributes Income from hundred d i f f e r e n t c o m p a n i e s t h a t
this editorial, which reeked of Inac- students will be receiving a greater
those having relatively less capacity to manufacture products aimed at suppresscuracies, oversimplifications, presump- return on their $30 activity fee.
pay to those having relatively greater ing the news that the human body proSince there was no change in policy,
tions, and mere poppycock. This efcapacity to pay. It burdens those of lesser duces and eliminates a substance known
frontery evidenced not only the anchor's none was publicized. However, the acmeans with the greater share of respon- in vulgar circles as sweat. There are
lack of understanding concerning the Ap- tions of the Appropriations Committee
sibility for the costs of government.
thousands of even more highly paid
propriations Committee and Student Con- have In fact appeared In recent editions of
This Inequity was not Invented by the advertisers who numb thoughtful and
gress, but also the a/Jc/)or's Irresponsibili- the anchor I have difficulty understanReagan Administration. Reagan and his sensitive minds with unqualified proty In commenting on Issues before ding why the persons who wrote the
advisers are attempting to make matters mises of happiness If they would but buy
editorial did not consult past editions for
thoroughly Investigating them.
worse, however, by tax reductions that these products. As bad are real estate
Until recently, many people have been this Information. During Student Conbenefit high income groups more than speculators, the lawyers who help the
unaware of the functions and respon- g r e s s meetings, at which anchor
middle and lower Income groups. All but wealthy to avoid taxes and a host of
sibilities of the Appropriations Commit- reporters are usually In attendance, the
the hopelessly Innocent know that last others who practice sharp crafts ranging
tee, as well as the controversies and com- Appropriations Committee chairman
year's across-the-board reduction was a from the publication of porn to flooding plexities Involved In Its decisions. Com- always submits a report to the Congress
great boon to those in the upper income the market with a thousand frivolities prised of six students selected from Stu- to Inform It of the Committee's actions of
brackets. Every Informed person also such as pet rocks and designer Jeans.
dent Congress, the Committee meets the week. If the anchor elects not to
know that the progressive character of
It Is reasonable to Inquire whether
weekly throughout the year to review and report this Information, It is understanthe federal Income tax has long since these people are more useful to society
act on proposals submitted by organiza- dable why it has not been publicized.
been undermined by loopholes written in- than poets, artists, musicians, reporters,
tions requesting funding from the Conto the law quite consciously. These schoolteachers, carpenters, coalmlners tingency Fund. The Contingency Fund is
The Appropriations Committee and
loopholes have led to high Income groups or assembly line workers. A fair answer that money remaining from the Activities Student Congress have been responsive to
paying an effective tax rate about equal
It Is true that this step would also
Fund which Is not allocated to organiza- questions raised In the anchor and have
to the effective rate paid by middle and punish those wealthy persons who really
tions as a part of their annual budgets. provided answers directly to the questionlower Income families.
do make a greater contribution to the naDuring the year money has been ing parties. The chairman of the Apallocated from this fund to send represen- propriations Committee, Rick Demtatives of the Women's Interest Group to berger, thought it wiser to discuss Issues
"The tax breaks granted to the wealthy by the Reagan governa GLCA conference in Indiana ($480), and personally with those people who had
ment fail the test of good sense as well as the test of fair play."
one member of both the anchor and complaints with the system, rather than
Milestone staffs to a workshop In Florida enter Into a dialog In the anchor The perLoopholes and other features of the tax tlonal well-being. Confiscation Is not be($811); funds have also been allocated to sonal approach was thought to be more
code have contributed to some dramatic ing contemplated, however. These will
SAC
for the purchase of the 4< Sactlvltles responsible and facllltatlve In reaching
results. For example, 1 percent of the still bt. jarnlng ten to fifteen times that of
Hotline" ($195), $535 to WTAS for an IBM an understanding than making sweeping
population owns 30 percent of privately the average earner. It Is difficult to
Selectrlc typewriter, $100 to the English ststements in the anchor. Perhaps as
owned wealth. The top one-half of 1 per- muster pity for someone earning after tax
Department to subsidize transportation matter of record, letters should have been
cent owns as much property and assets as Income of $75,000 to $100,000 per year.
The incentive argument does not wash costs for next year's Stratford trip, $575 to publicized In the anchor.
the lower 80 percent of the population.
I find It Interesting that In the opinion of
Mortar Board, etc.
That lower 80 percent Includes the great either. A man earning $100,000 a year Is
However, the brunt of the Committee's the editorial, Mortar Board is somehow
majority of families who send their very likely operating as energetically and
work is done during February and March, being "punished" by the Appropriations
children to Hope College. The wonder is as efficiently as he knows how to. Energy,
when between 20 and 30 hours are spent Committee. True, there are some inthat there are not rallies In the Pine efficiency and imagination are not the r e v i e w i n g b u d g e t r e q u e s t s f r o m stances In the past when Mortar Board,
Grove every Parent's Day to protest this creations of a few more thousands of
organizations soliciting funding from the like any other organization, has not
dollars.
state of things.
$65,000 Activity Fund. Requests are received funding for certain events.
The tax breaks granted to the wealthy
What can be the explanation for the
repeatedly scrutinized, discussed, and Organizations are denied funds which are
placid acceptance of this Inequity by the by the Reagan government fall the test of haggled over by the Committee: finally, to be used solely for their own use. FunAmerican public? One explanation is that good sense as well as the test of fair play. after consideration of each item account ding may also be denied for activities
not many people are aware of the damn- The federal deficit promises to exceed 250 In every budget request, a recommenda- which are concurrently duplicated by
ing statistics. Income distribution Is little billion dollars over the next three years. tion is submitted to Student Congress. other organizations. Two instances condiscussed In the print and broadcast This alarms even staunchly Republican This is by no means some whimsical pro- cerning Mortar Board's requests for funmedia relied on by most Americans business leaders because It is dangerous- cess In which decisions are reached ding come to mind. In February, 1981
because the owners of these are part of ly Inflationary and will assure continued within a few hours or even days.
Mortar Board requested $150 for a formal
the problem. Politicians, liberals and con- high Interest rates. These In turn will
tea and dessert for new members and
servatives alike rarely raise the Issue for discourage Industrial growth. Recession,
Much of the editorial prolix concerned their parents, $20 for postage, printing,
the very reason that most of them share or has It become a depression, Is the Itself with some *'radical change in and Invitations, and $20 to cover the prinresult.
In the benefits of the Inequity or hope to.
policy" the Committee Is supposed to ting costs of the certificates for their new
The conclusion from these consideraA second factor is that Americans have
have made this year, the "punishment" members. Since this money would have
grown up In a society so accustomed to tions must be that the second and third of such groups as Mortar Board, and the benefited only a limited number of
vast differentials In Income distribution stages of the Reagan tax cut must be put unresolved Issue of student media students, funding was denied. Last year
that they seem quite natural. Americans off. The first stage that went Into effect salaries. The reasons being, and justifica- Mortar Board also requested $595 to sponseem to accept as a universal truth that last fall should be rolled back. President tions for, the Committee's actions were sor a film series. This request was Initialwealthy people make a greater contribu- Reagan took the lead and the credit In af- sacrificed for the seemingly self-serving ly approved, but shortly after funds were
tion to the nation's well-being and fording the tacpayer this bittersweet con- Interests of those parties responsible for allocated, SEE, which received funding
therefore earn a greater reward. Some fection. He should now assume the lead the editorial.
from outside sources, presented a film
and
carry
the
onus
of
taking
It
away
do, of course. In these cases the Injustice
First, no "radical policy change" for series which was to be shown at the same
may be mitigated, but It Isn't removed.
the allocation of the Activity Fund has time on a similar topic. Since this would
been instituted this year. The Committee have resulted In a duplication of the same
closely adheres to the policies and event, and thus would not have been a
guidelines set forth to the "By Laws" of wise use of the students' money, the decithe Student Congress Constitution: "Are sion to retract funding was made.
the activities or programs planned However, the fact that Mortar Board has
available to the entire campus? Will these received funding this year to provide
programs bring a range of activities to transportation to the Nutcracker Ballet In
the campus to meet a wide variety of in- Grand Rapids ($50), to sponsor a film
Oultarc-BanJ**
terests within the student body? Are these series ($375), and to show the movie
programs duplicating those planned by Psycho ($150) was conveniently omitted
P l d d l M
another organization? Are the students from the editorial.
FAMHY H A H STYUNO
Strinf Instrument#
getting their money's worth?", etc.
C o n c t m e t l o n
pffiHivuJ Mmf UptmctmmJ
As a liberal arts college, Hope's
Granted, not every student will benefit
strength is its diversity and the breadth of from Ultimate Frisbee, Water Polo, GerW6-5095
R r =
programs and activities available to the man Club, or the Downhill and Cross
I
Q M S MONDAY
students. Enabling a wider range of Country Ski Clubs. But do all students
17*. M*
organizations to receive partial funding presently benefit from the Black Coallso that they may organize or sponsor
(continued on p. 6)
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< tion, International Relations Group,
Q.
MOCP, or the Women's Interest Group?
What about WTAS? Only half the students
can receive WTAS, and many of them a r e
so frustrated by the poor sound quality
that they don't bother to listen. Is that
worth $6000 of the students' money? It is
ridiculous to assume that any student will
I participate in, or benefit from, every
qj organization on campus. Hope students
w have varied interests, which is exactly
o
the reason why more clubs are being
funded. In this way more of the diverse ino terests of the students can be met. With
u
the exception of Ultimate Frisbee, which
u
has received funding from the Activity
cu
o Fund in the past, these organizations
K have been receiving little or no funding at
all from "outside sources." For this
reason many organizations have had a
difficult time remaining active or even
existing. Funding for these groups is
available only for the activities in which
the entire c a m p u s can participate, and
not for their own "inside use." Thus, no
funding is being allocated to those "narrow interest groups with limited membership" which serve only a small group of
students.
As f a r as the German Club is concerned, a total budget of $50 (or 2 cents of each
student's $30 activity fee) was allocated
so that the club could provide transportation for any interested students to attend
the Oktoberfest and Fasching in Benton
Harbor. This funding for transportation is
comparable to Mortar Board receiving
funding to enable students to go to the
ballet. Last semester about 50 people attended the Oktoberfest, which is conducted in both English and German. No
funds were allocated to the German Club
for its own group activities whatsoever.
Yet another erroneous claim was that
"since new organizations a r e being funded, cuts had to be made in other a r e a s . "
This hasty generalization is entirely unfounded; the decision to fund other

t

#

insufferable Dribble

o r g a m z ^ i o n 5 had no bearing on cuts
made in other areas^ Funding was denied
increases in student salaries, but
^ 1 " ° . ^ gr0U!JdWaSpresentedinthe
,rh U e ^ a d e r was led to believe
ttat the Committee slashed away at student salaries in order to fund "special interest groups."
Last semester Ted Bolema presented a
proposal to Student Congress which
would nearly double the present level of
the student media salaries. This semester
Student Congress rejected the proposal. A
Salary Committee was formed by Student
Congress to further investigate the issue
and submit a recommendation to the Congress. Even though Student Congress was
still working on the salary issue, WTAS,
anchor, and Milestone staffs all wrote in
salary increases for themselves of almost
100 percent the current level. This would;
have resulted in a total salary increase of
$6950, to an annual salary budget of
$14,680 for all three organizations. This is
one-fifth, or $6, of each student's $30 activity fee for media salaries alone. Since
the Committee's hands were tied on the
matter pending Student Congress action,
the salary requests were reduced to their
current level.
Another ambiguous statement, " E v e n
with this y e a r ' s cutback. Student Congress officers a r e probably still the best
paid students on s a l a r y , " does not begin
to inform the r e a d e r of the Committee's
actions
iack was a reduction of
th
_ i e s to half oi what they
have oeen for the past three years. The
President's salary was reduced to $200
per year, with a reduction of the 1st and
2nd Vice Presidents' salaries to $100. The
anchor editor presently receives a $500
annual salary, with an a^c/jortypist making $100. However, salary levels are not a
good indication at all of the responsibilities and time requirements of a position. 1 fully agree that the salary issue

must s t m ^ d ealt with and other
necessary changes be made in the
system. By reducing Student Congress
salaries
making careful decisions
concerning budget requests, 1 feel that
t h e Appropriations Committee has taken

ji
large measures to eliminate inequities in
the allocation of monies from the Activity
Fund.
Brian Gibbs
Appropriations Committee

Food forThought
by Rowland D. Van Es, J r .
Last year at around this s a m e time, a
wonderfully exciting thing happened in
Holland, Michigan. Several thousand people decided that they cared enough about
the problem of world hunger to do
something about i t . What they did was to
join the first Holland Area CROP Walk. A
total of over $25,000 was raised and given
to Church World Service, the relief and
development agency of over 30 denominations in the United States.
CWS-CROP attacks the root causes of
hunger by helping t h e poor help
themselves. Over 90 cents of every dollar
goes directly to help the needy. CWS
meets human needs through p r o g r a m s of
social and economic d e v e l o p m e n t ,
disaster and emergency response, and
service to refugees. CWS is also active in
global education in the United States.
Some of the ways that CWS-CROP is
making their motto, "A F u t u r e with Food
and More" come true a r e : rural community development in Uganda, a family
life program in Costa Rica, the digging

and stocking of fish ponds in the
Dominican Republic, providing tubewells
in Pakistan, supplying trucks to transport
relief supplies to the refugee camps in
Sudan, and establishing a carpentry
workshop in Uganda.
Want to help? Last year 90 Hope
students did. This year our goal is for at
least 100 Hope students to join the CROP
Walk. It's so simple: just pick up a form
from the Chaplain's Office after spring
break and start signing up your friends,
classmates, roommates, dormmates,
profs., parents, anybody, to sponsor you
for 25 cents, 50 cents, $1, $2 or more a
mile.
The date for this y e a r ' s CROP Walk is
Saturday, April 17. This year the
organizers hope to raise over $30,000. Join
the excitement! Feel free to walk as an
individual but you may also consider
walking as a fraternity or sorority, as a
dorm, as a cluster, or just as a group of
friends. The eight mile course winds
throughout Holland and shouldn't take
you that long to complete. See you there!
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Meet the energysaver: Capezio's
single-strap espadrille of breezy mesh
and fabric. It keeps
you cool, comfortable, and ready to
go...automatlcallyl

Summer and/or Winter jobs of
lake and ski resort. Free living quarters and good pay for men and women.
Long hours, but you can earn up to
$2,500 per quarter and save most of
it. Waterskills, first aid certifications
helpful, but not required for summer
applicants. Write immediately with
full details about yourself. ,
Brandywine Ski & Summer Resort
Box 343, Northfied, OH 44067

Peek-a-Boo $ 2 5 0 #
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1146 W Highland Rd Box 3 4 3 NorttiheUJ O 4 4 0 6 7
Phones 467• 8 1 9 7 (Cleveland) and 434 91 78 < Akron)
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Dance VIII Performed April 2,3
A View From The Outside
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by Marti Szilagyi
One is struck almost immediately by
After a few moments of observing the the approach of Maxine DeBruyn, the
students rehearsing for the modern choreographer for the modern numbers.
segments of the "Dance VIII" concert Firmness, directness and encouragement
(on a Saturday morning no less) one describe the guidance she provides. Each
begins to appreciate the process involved. of the dancers has become familiar with
What the audience will see does not just such "DeBruyn directives" as, "Don't
happen A piece unfolds only as each putz through s p a c e ! " or "Don't drop your
dancer individually and collectively un- energy!" She expects excellence, but
once the student makes the correction one
folds.
Although the atmosphere i the dance hears comments such as, "It feels betstudio is a disciplined one, an easy ter."
The observer quickly notes how crucial
camraderie between the students
themselves and their instructor often sur- it becomes that a dancer make a clean
faces It seemed a m a t t e r of course that transition in movement, especially when
one student would commiserate with the pieces vary so much. That response
another over a callous on a big toe or a must be a synthesis of the physical, the inlingering cold. Cooperation and vocal tellectual, and the emotional. Words such
reinforcement visibly motivate each as "tone" and "precision" translate into
activity. Each dancer must accept that
dancer to give his-her best.
repeating a step several times may be
necessary. He-she takes into considera• I
tion that in order for every body to look
alive in space, one does not simply fill
\ / " I /•; mmSl space. He creates it through stage
presence, fluidity of line, and attention to
mlmm
the intensity of different energy levels.
Above all, he maintains the purity of the
movement throughout the number. In
I m,
•v.V-V
./ A
/ ".
short, upon reflection, a dance concert
may be viewed as a combination of
aesthetics and showmanship.
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Julie Bosch and John Fanthorpe. (photo dancers learn technique, and work to
achieve the
bv Tom Waener)
ProPer m o o d 50 t h a t 3 t0tal
feeling can be presented to the audience.
Going beyond just learning the steps, the

Three In Dance Festival
by Marti Szilagyi
Three Hope students will participate in
the American Dance Festival Association's Second Midwestern Festival on
March 25, 26, 27, and 28 in Madison,
Wisconsin. The event is being hosted by
the University of Wisconsin's Department of Physical Education and Dance.
The students are: Carol Bringman, a
junior from Traverse City, Michigan;
Katie McGory, a junior from Zeeland,
Michigan; and Lorie Sanderson, a senior
from Cadillac, Michigan.
The American Dance Festival Association holds seven regular workshops in the
United States annually. One of these is in
the Midwest. College and university
faculty and students from Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and
Wisconsin come together for the Festival.
The purpose of the Festival is twofold.
First, students learn by taking m a s t e r
classes stressing technique. For the
choreographers and dancers alike the experience provides, a s Maxine DeBruyn,
coordinator for Hope's Dance Department says: "...a chance to see what other
colleges a r e doing. Also, it can broaden
artistic and technical dimensions. It gives
us a chance to see how well the Dance
Department at Hope is doing."

Secondly, the pieces presented by the
thirty participating schools will be adjudicated. This means that Hope will not
only be judged against students in
undergraduate programs, but also those
in graduate schools such as the University of Illinois and Ohio State. Tibor L.
Zana, the Midwestern Festival Coordinator, emphasizes that "this festival is
not a competition, but rather an (opportunity for people to come together in
order to share and demostrate what they
are creating and performing."
The format for the Festival will proceed as follows: All the participants will
perform in several informal concerts on
Thursday and Friday and will be adjudicated by two nationally known dance
persons. The judges for this year are Ms.
Lippincott and Mr. Howard. The top six
pieces will be put into the Gala Concert
Saturday night. E a c h region in the
Midwest which has had its piece chosen
will be considered for the National College Dance Festival at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C. in May.
DeBruyn points out that "the learning
and sharing should be as important as the
adjudication."
T h e Hope trio will perform a number
entitled "Interludes" with music provided by Vangelis.
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J a n e Morey (foreground), Julie Bosch, Carol Bringham and Fred Ward, (photo
by Tom Wagner)

ance VIII From Within
by Fred Ward
Spring is a busy time for students involved
the dance department's annual
W:Wi!:
•
production: a time of hard work and
sweat. It's also a time to show off a project that has taken a lot of work. Each
piece gives a variety of students a chance
to shine; there a r e precision group
movements, solos, duets and even octets,
each depending on the individual dancer.
It all begins in late December or early
January with tryouts. After what seems
forever the lists a r e posted and the
~ rehearsals begin. In these rehearsals the

>

dancers must learn to dance with each the ticket booth will be open to the public
other. Involved in each of these rehear- and because there are only two persals is a lot of work, both individual and formances this year the tickets are exgroup, that at times can go smoothly and pected to sell quickly. The DeWitt
at other times can be frustrating.
* Theatre ticket office will be open this FriThroughout rehearsals it is possible to day, March 19, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for
see the piece start to take shape. The two Dance VIII tickets. Come join in our exor three weeks before the dance concert citement. We hope to see you there!
can be nerve-racking. It is here that the
endless polishing begins. To get that turn
a little tighter or to stretch that leap just
so, as it to float it in space: these a r e what
each dancer concentrates on. And, as a
group, the dancers must work to achieve
the total feeling. The week of the performances begins with technical rehearsals (lighting and sound coordination with
the dancers on the stage), then the dress
rehearsals, and finally the actual performances. After all the ups and downs,
these are the nights that have been worked so hard for. There is a great electricity
in the air on opening night. The energy is
there; it's time to FLY!
Come be a part of our dance concert. It
will be on Friday and Saturday, April 2
and 3. Students would be wise to buy Carol Bringham and John Fanthorpe.
tickets before spring break. Over break (photo by Tom Wagner)
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934 S. Washington

392-1818

invites you to our inflation
Fighting Cocktail Hour

Pitcher of Beer
Margueritas
Strawberry Daiquiri
Mixed Drinks

• • • •

1.95
• glass 1.00
p l t c h s r 4*00
1.50
.75

Starting at 8:00 P.M. Until Closing
Monday - Thursday
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Tenth Model United Nations
• • ^f

The Tenth Annual Model United Nations took place on Hope's campus Thursday and Friday of last week. Sponsored
by the Political Science Department, the
UN simulation was directed by Dr. Jack
Holmes and Ron Bechtel. They were
backed by the students in the Model UN
course and a host of faculty and student
volunteers.
This year's version was virtually twice
the size of any previous undertaking.
Four security councils and two general
assemblies provided some 600 high school
students from five states with the opportunity to learn about the UN and world
affairs by pretending to be diplomats for
a day.
The DeWitt Theatre came alive with
delegations from around the world. At
right, Tatjana Sluga presides over the
general assembly, as judges, timers, and
officials perform their duties.

'imvi. •...
Catherine May Bedell, the featured
speaker, discusses Issues of the day (upper left).
/
The security councils once again provided thrills, chills, and excitement. Tim
Taylor (left) takes a deep breath as
Koorosh Ilami listens and watches Intently. At right, Mulugetta Ketema raises his
placard In hopes of gaining permission to
speak from the preslder.

tmm

Photos by Tom Wagner

ICELANDAIR INTRODUCES
NEW BARGAIN FARES TO
MORE OF EUROPE.

DANNY-YO

SOFT-FROZEN YOGURT BY DANNON.

m

7k
FROM CMC AGO

FROM CH4CAOO

THE K L E T Z

All Natural, No Artifical Anything
FROM CHICAGO

FROM CHICAGO

Ail Af** Fares: Aprrt 1 • May 14, 1 9 « . 7-90 day t u y <7-60 days Lunembourg). Stopovers perrmtled tn both directwns. U day advance purchase
required. Seats kmHed. AaM about our k>w coat Normal. Same Day, and
Group (area, loo.

68'
in a cone or in a dish.

ALSO LOW COST CONMECTIMO SIRVtCf TO NICE AND AMSTERDAM.
kflaixlajr to Luxembourg. Luxair or Croesatr connecting tervice
to other destmations.
• Confirmed reservation. • Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
• Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxembourg. • Bargain car
rental. • Porchaae tickets m U.S. • AH farea subject to change and
government approval.
See your travel ageni or call 800/5S61212 tor the toH free kelandair number in your area.

ICELANDAIR*

HOW HOR[
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THAN fW? YOUR BtS! VAiUl W WROPl

THE ICE CREAM ALTERNATIVE
IN NATURAL FRUIT FLAVORS
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Entertainment
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Zealously directed by Harold Ramis,
c o - a u t h o r of Animal
House and
Meatballs, Caddyshack takes a wild and
irreverent swing at country club life.
Bushwood Country Club, bastion of the
well-to-do, regularly hosts an hilarious
array of eccentric members and zany
emplyees. Chevy Chase (Foul Play) Is the
local playboy and a u perfect M golfer; Bill
Murray {Meatballs), deranged assistant
groundskeeper, compulsively creeps
across the green In search of gophers;
Ted Knight {The Mary Tyler Moore
Show) Is the obnoxiously pompous club
president and fearless leader of the
motley, off-kilter crew. It really becomes
a free-for-all when Rodney Dangerfleld
arrives with scads of money and luscious

ladies, as
as Knight
Knight and
and Chase
Chase figure
figure to
to win
win
ladies,
big bucks in a wild, riotous tournament
match. There's just one hitch: as tournament day dawns, Murray, armed with
dynamite, plans to blow the gophers - and
the golf course - to Kingdom Come. Will
the gophers meet their Maker - or Is
something a little crazier In store? It's a
breezy, laugh-a-mlnute comedy featuring
some of the most Inventive comtemporary funny men In film.
Caddyshack will be shown on April 2,
7:30 and 10:00 p.m. (Friday) and April 3,
10:00 p.m. (Saturday) In Wlnants
Auditorium. Come and see a hilarious
comedy before settling back Into the final
weeks of term papers and deadlines.
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by Paul Fries
The late Alfred Hitchcock Is that rare
film director who has achieved star
status: whose face Is generally as
recognizable as Mohammed All's. In
fact, Hitchcock Is Indubitably the most

Vocalists Perform Tonight
The Hope College music department
will present a student recital Thursday,
March 18 at 7 p.m. in Wlchers Auditorium
of the Nykerk Hall of Music.
The public ts Invited. Admission Is free.
P e r f o r m e r s will Include sopranos
Susannah Ktst, a sophomore from West
Bend, Ind., and Beth Lefever, a freshman
from Holland; oboist Lorraine Duso, a
sophomore from Flint; cellist Ginger
Hawkins, a sophomore from Grosse
Polnte; planst Karen Dunsmore, a
sophomore from Wayland; guitarist Jeffery Krehblel, a senior from Ann Arbor;
violinist Nancy Richtle, a senior from
Royal Oak; t n d mezzo-soprano Amy
TomWlnson, a sophomore from Grand

Blanc.
Also a brass quartet comprised of
trumpeters Tammy Nothdurft, a Junior
from Holland and Ted Johnson, a senior
from Pontlac; hornlst P a m Wright, a
freshman from Marquette; trombonist
Tim Lowe, a Junior from Pequannock;
and Brian Berkey, tuba, a sophomore
from Fenton will perform.
Accompanists are Nancy Burrtnk, a
freshman from South Holland, 111.; Bryan
Uecker, a senior from Grand Rapids;
Thomas Barthel, a Junior from Morrison,
111.; Marilyn Van Houten, a senior from
Booton, N.J.; Susan Mason, a Junior from
Albion; and Susan Langejans from
HoUand.

famous director In the world - at face
value an unimpressive statement, considering that the two most famous thesplans are Charles Bronson and Clint
Eastwood.
Hitchcock's popularity,
however, Is deserved
The so-called
Master of Suspense Is being heralded by
Increasing numbers as something much,
much more than just a consummate
story-teller. At the very least. Hitchcock
is one of the truly great manipulators ot
the film medium.
Frenzy is Hitchcock's S2nd film - one of
his last. It has been frequently compared
to Psycho (his most successful film, but
hardly his masterpiece) tor a rather
supertlclal reason: both films contain
memorable, technically dazzling scenes
of murder by a psychopath. Otherwise
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Frenzy Is really no more like Psycho than
it Is like any of his other films.
The killer In this one, a Rlpperesque
madman, uses a neck-tie to eliminate certain unfortunate Londoners (ladles, of
course). The story of an Innocent man
(Jon Finch), suspected of being the
murderer, and his relationship with the
villain provide an Intriguing Hltchcockian twist.
Comparisons persist; In response I
think it's safe to say that Frenzy is a considerably better film than Psycho.
Psycho Is essentially the best exploitation
film ever produced (foreshadowing recent strain of cheaple slash-em-up
thrillers such as Halloween and Friday
the 13th); and produced on a shoe-string
budget at that. Hitchcock admitted that
his basic Intent was to scare the hell out of
his audience through the trickery of pure
celluloid manipulation.
Frenzy Is a
richer, more complex film. Shot In color
In 1970, It doesn't have the dated, antiquated flavor of the earlier Psycho.
Frenzy, with Its highly l i t e r a t e
screenplay by Anthony Shaffer (Sleuth),
has the engaging, maze-like, tightlyplotted structure a Hitchcock film Is
notorious for. A more formal and polished work than Psycho, Frenzy Is not for
the cowardly. This Is the most disturbing
and graphic film Hitchcock made. Of
course. Frenzy contains the perfunctory,
but always cherished appearance of Hitchcock himself. As always, it disconcertingly brief, ao one must watch with a
keen eye. Here's a hint: Hitchcock appears in the first half of the film.
A special midnight showing will be
given on Friday night, along with the
usual 7:30 Saturday night showing.
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SAC'S Hit List
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Caddyshack
-mucus

Starring:
ClwwyClwM
rtonAnmu
m

Ha—
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Knight
Mlcho«l O'KMfs
•III Murray

Friday April 2.7:30 & 10 p.m.
Saturday, April 13.10 p.in.
In Wlnants Auditorium
Admtislom $1.90 w/I.D.

The Saturday Night Special
Another Pcnopoulos orighol.
H o i r c u t s f r o m SiO.

Perms from $26.

P/fJOPOUDS S/llDNS 9
701

AvenueHoMond
3P2-6IW3

fREfrzy

Saturday April 3 at 7:30 A Midnight
Wlnants Auditorium
Admission: $1.00 w/I.D.
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Wrestling Wrap-up
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by Randy Warren
u
Senior co-captain Pete White and
w
a. Senior Heavyweight Garry Visscher
o
x received the two highest honors in Hope
wrestling this year by virtue of their
outstanding performances during the
1981-82 season. White was voted the Most
Valuable Wrestler by his teammates.
White had an outstanding year. Twentyfour wins were recorded by this man who

has been a tremendous inspiration to the
entire team. White's toumamnet record
Includes one first, three seconds and two
thirds, including a third place at the
awesome 24 team Wheaton College Invitational.
Visscher was awarded the Most
Outstanding Wrestler Award (braving
the cold for 24:13) due to his accumulation of the most team points during his
twenty-five victory season. Visscher also
had the most pins for the year with 14.
Visscher placed high In many tournaments with three first and two second
place finishes, as well as one third place.
Both Visscher and White joined an exclusive club this year by wrestling in over
100 matches each in their Hope wrestling
experiences.
The captains were announced a week
ago last Monday, along with the previous

awards, at the annual Winter Sports
Assembly. Captains for next year's Flying Dutchmen will be repeat senior Brad
Conrad and Jeff Machlela. Conrad was
enjoying an excellent season with a 16-7
record when he became ill and sat out the
rest of the season; however, he did earn
one first and two seconds in tournie action
while he was healthy.
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Machlela performed well this year with
sixteen wins on his record and also taking
first place at the Southwestern Michigan
College tournie and second place at the
Christian College Classic and the Hope Invitational. Jeff and Brad also had one
third place finish in tournament action.
Bob Karel and Tim Mindling received
the Most Improved Awards. Karef, who
did not wrestle extremely well at the
onset of the year, virged forward and
worked hard as he won many matches in
the later part of the season. Bob also took
third place at conference. Mindling was a
first time wrestler this year and had
much to learn; he learned fast and improved throughout the year Eventually
Tim was wailing on people who had been
on the matts for many years.
T h e s e a s o n w a s r e c a p p e d at the t e a m
meeting before the Awards assembly
with a m e m o r a b l e slide s h o w given by
R a n d y W a r r e n . Both t e a m m a t e s a n d
p a r e n t s of t h e w r e s t l e r s e n j o y e d the experience.
T h e w r e s t l e r s s t a r t e d with high h o p e s
for the 81-82 s e a s o n and in m a n y w a y s
r e a l i z e d t h e m Hope s g r a p p l e r s w e r e
t u r n e d a r o u n d by the new h e a d coach J i m
D e H o r n last y e a r , D e H o r n p u s h e d the
t e a m to a 4-5 r e c o r d last y e a r ( t h e 1979-80
t e a m w a s 0-8-1) and a v e r y i m p r e s s i v e 5-2
m a r k this y e a r . T h e w r e s t l e r s also took
t h i r d p l a c e t h e p a s t two y e a r s in t h e
MIAA. This not only h e l p e d t h e w r e s t l i n g
p r o g r a m but also b e t t e r e d Hope's
c h a n c e s at g a i n i n g t h e MIAA All-Sport
T r o p h y last y e a r and this y e a r alike.
T h e m a i n s t r e n g t h of this y e a r s t e a m
w a s its t r e m e n d o u s d e p t h As m a n y a s
four m e n w e r e r e g i s t e r e d at a single
w e i g h t - c l a s s at c e r t a i n t i m e s in t h e
s e a s o n . Although al one t i m e or a n o t h e r
six of the s t a r t e r s w e r e m i s s i n g f r o m the
line-up. the t e a m c o n t i n u e d to p e r f o r m at
a p r o f e s s i o n a l level. T h e total n u m b e r of
wins r e c o r d e d by the t e a m ' s i n d i v i d u a l s
w a s a t r e m e n d o u s 195 v i c t o r i e s . E i g h t y t h r e e of t h e s e t r i u m p h s w e r e by pin Nineteen m e n r e c e i v e d a v a r s i t y l e t t e r for
their e f f o r t s t h i s y e a r . R e p e a t l e t t e r winn e r s included B r a d C o n r a d . G e o r g e
H a r p e r , Doug L e h m a n , Jeff M a c h l e l a ,
Randy Pfahler. Garry Visscher. Randy
W a r r e n , and P e t e White. F i r s t t i m e
w r e s t l i n g l e t t e r w i n n e r s this y e a r w e r e
B r e t Crock, P h i l Goff, Don G r o e n v e l d ,
Tom Hicks, P a u l Holtrop, Bob K a r e l .
C h r i s M a t t h e w s , Kevin McCollough, T i m
Mindling. D a v e W i l b u r and Scott Wilbur.

Next year's team looks very strong as
only four members of the squad will be
lost to graduation. The team would like to
again extend their best wishes to Coach
DeHorn as he leaves the program next
year.
• • •; f

Wrap-Up of Women's Basketball
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There seems to be no doubt In anyone's
mind that the Hope Women's Basketball
Team has Indeed improved this season
over the 80-61 campaign. "We're a better
team In all respects of the game," points
out Coach Snyder. And a statistical comparison of the 81-82 season to last year
decisively supports her conclusion. Indeed, the Dutch, who won but 6 of 22 contests last year, started fast out of the
blocks. They won their first three games,
then dropped a pair. But Hope took three
out of four on their Southern swing, then
returned home to MIAA league play, winning twice in three attempts. In midJanuary, the Dutch found themselves 8-4,
two more victories than all of last year.
Yet, including Monday's loss to Siena
Heights in the first round of the SMAIAW
tournament that ended their season, Hope
dropped 10 of their final 12 games. By
coming out on the short end of the stick in
8 of 12 league games, the Dutch only matched the previous season mark. Despite
claims of Improvement, Hope fell to 6th in
the MIAA. ahead only of Kalamazoo, and
seems to have become the same mediocre
team as before. What on earth happened
to the Dutch that they started so well and
ended so poorly?
The stats obviously show some Improvement. Last season the Dutch were
outshot from the field .390 to .308; In the
present season It's only been .393 to .391.
Seven of eight returning players Indeed
Improved their own shooting. In 80-81,
Hope's free-throw percentage was .528
compared to the opposition's .563; now
they're beating them from the line, .602.582. The Dutch were outscored by 12
points per game last season, only 3 this
one.
Last year in league games Hope
averaged 8 points less than their opponents; this year It's even. In only one
league game have they lost by more than
20; last season it happened four times.
Unlike last season, If the Dutch get behind
at the half, they don't fold In the second
half. In fact. In their last three league
defeats -by margins of 24,15 and 11- all
but one point of that margin was built up
In the first half. However, while this
shows that the Dutch are a strong 2nd half
team, they are weak starting.
In their final game, a 67-63 win over
tough Olivet, the strong second half paid
off. Hope stayed within five in the first

half, then outscored the Comets 41-32 in
the final period to gain the victory.
One stat that the Dutch haven't improved on much is turnovers. They have
plagued the team, particularly in the first
half. In a 63-52 loss to Calvin, Hope fell ten
points down in the opening stanza, largely
due to 23 turnovers. But the Dutch are
also good at forcing opposition mistakes,
which helped in an early 71-61 conquest of
Adrian. Hope threw away the ball 36
times in that one, but forced 37 turnovers.
Because they were better able to convert
the Bulldog mistakes into points, Hope
won.
Another problem stat has been shots
taken. The Dutch, like last year, have
taken about 3 less shots per game than
their opponents-and It usually shows up
in Hope defeats as a major factor. For example, in an 86-71 loss to Alma, Hope outshot the Scots from the field, .43 to .38, but
took 19 less shots. The same thing occurred in a 60-55 defeat to Siena Heights;
Hope hit .406 of their shots to SH's .303,
but the winners had 20 more shots. This Is
usually been a result of the opposition's
control of the Inside game-to get the offensive rebounds, the second shots (and
turnovers too). The opponent would
usually draw a lot of fouls, and end up taking several more shots from the line than
Hope. Indeed, Dutch opponents have also
taken more shots from the stripe this
year, although the Dutch, as previously
mentioned, are hitting a higher percentage.
Although Snyder feels that Hope's
"overall Intensity level has been higher,"
It's also been spotty. Expectedly, that Is
when Hope has been l^ast effective. Certain games have occured when Hope has
)ust lacked motivation. Then, particularly against some of the tall zone defenses
Hope has faced, they become offensively
hesitant. No one wants to shoot, hence the
deficiency In shots taken. Hope played
this type of game In the first half of the
2nd Adrian game, when they were
squashed 41-18 In the first stanza. They
woke up In the second half, getting
outscored by one. Final score: Adrian 72,
Hope 48.
The team's trip down South built unity,
yet it may have ignited a paradoxical problem. Some nights everyone on the team
seems psychologically "up", but on

by Steve Underwood
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Junior Varsity women's basketball at
Hope is flouHshing.
According to Coach Mary Nienhuis,
who doubles as a teacher at West Ottawa
High School, this was a kind of trial
season. The response, she said, was good.
The success in the future will depend
partly on whether the budget can allow it,
and If It can become a full-fledged program. Many teams that Hope played
were the bottom half of their varsities,
and had been practicing since November.
Hope's JV's were seperate team and
didn't start practice until after Christmas
break.
The team lost It's first five games, but
came back to win three of It's last five for
a 3-7 record. Captaining the team were
Senior Deb Flld and Sophomore Lynn
Schrotenboer. Other team members Included Freshmen Judy MUler. Mary DeJ o n g e , Jodl T e n B r o e k e , L o r r i e
VandeGiift; and Sophomores Alethea
Vlssers, Julie Harper, Mary Gaffney,
Gwen Gerkey and Janet Sterk.
Flld was named Most Valuable and
Most Improved was awarded to Mary De
Jonge.
Nienhuis definately felt that the team
Improved during the course of the season.
"We became a good rebounding team and
an above average defensive team." she

said. VandeGrift was Chairman of the
Boards averaging over 8 a game. TenBroeke and Flld cleaned away 6.6 and 6.2
respectively. The team averaged 2 per
game more than the opposition. Schrotenboer, FUd and Miller led the team in
steals.
Fild's 11.4 points per game led the team
as did her 41 percent shooting (among
regulars). TenBroeke was right behind
with 10.1 ppg and 40 percent shooting.
Hope and Its opponents each shot 35 percent, but Hope took nearly 8 shots a game
less than the others.
The reason for this was Hope's biggest
problem: turnovers. Hope committed
about 300 miscues during the season,
compared to 150 for their rivals. "We
were our own worst enemies," moaned
Nienhuis.
Some other team leaders included:
A s s i s t s - - M i l l e r ( 12), R e c o v e r l e s TenBroeke (3), Forced TumoversTenBroeke (5), Blocked S h o t s TenBroeke, FUd (7), Total Plusses (that
is, previous four categories plus steals) Miller (34).
Several players shot over 50 per cent
from the foul line: DeJonge, Harper,
VandeGrift, Gaffney, Gerky and Sterk but Vande Grift had more attempts than
the others.

others they seem down. On the other
hand, another problem Snyder has pinpointed is that from a pure physical performance aspect, she can never get
everyone to play well in the tame game.
WhUe some players are riding hot
streaks, others are cold. Thus, consistency is a major problem.
In some ways this psychologicalmotivational consistency aspect can be
related to the microcosmic character of
guard Lora Hanson. "As she goes, so goes
the team," comments Snyder. When she's
playing well, she pumps up the team with
sharp passing, good shooting, and
kamikaze drives to the basket. Other
times, however, she'll turn the ball over
often and be offensively hesitant. But she
ended up topping the MIAA In assists with
4.7 per game and was the league's 3rd
best free throw shooter. She'll graduate
with eight single season and career
records, most notably among them the
career free throw shooting percentage
mark. This 75 percent accuracy rate is
also a MIAA record. Lora also received
this season's Barabara Geeting Memorial
Award on the basis of maximum overall
contribution to the team.
One thing about forward Faye Berens Is
that If no one else will shoot, she will. But
her shooting (and her rebounding) are
streaky. In some games her points and rebounds totalled less then five. In the final
game of the year, though, she hauled
down fifteen awesome rebounds. Snyder
says she's a hard worker and plays tough
defense.
Guard Robin Pfelffer Is nearly the opposite. Perhaps the best pure outside
shooter on the team, she was explosive In
the early season with her deadly basellng
Jumper. She scored 25 points in one contest, the highest individual single game
toal for any Hope player this season. But
later In the season the defense on her got
tighter, and when her shooting fell off a
bit, she lost confidence. Always a smart,
agresslve player and a good passer,
Robin was second In the league In assists.
Her 61 field goals this season was a school
mark. Unfortunately, she was injured in
the final league game, ending her season.
She'll be one of the co-captains next
winter.
Center Mary Shaap is another streaky
player. At times she plays with overwhelming confidence. In a three game
span late In the season, she had 36 points
and 44 rebounds (Including 17 in one contest, the best anyone had all season).
Other times It's not there. But she wound
up 5th in the MIAA In rebounding and 2nd
in field percentage. Her .519 rate Is a

school mark, too.
When Snyder looked for consistency,
she looked to Jody Foy, a forward. She
often picked up the team when It faltered.
At .482 she was the 6th best field goal
shooter In the MIAA. She ended her
career as the Hope all-time scoring
leader with 827 points In 82 games. She
also has the career field goal (.389)
percentage and career rebound (252)
standards. Her foul-shooting was her
main weakness, but usually she was the
most steady player. According to Snyder,
"She doesn't make the offensive mistake
often," and is usually aggressive.
The Dutch had some good play off the
bench. Annette Groenink became the
team's Most Improved Player and will be
a 1982-83. She's not the most talented
player on the floor, but plays agresslvely,
particularly Inside and on defense. Lynn
Beelen lacks Intensity at times; every
now and then she's awesome. She hit 9 of
11 shots for 18 points vs. K-zoo this season
and Snyder looks for more conslstancy
from her in the future. Snyder says that
Sue Neil is a smart player who uses her
talents well, but she needs to improve her
quickness and foul less. Taml Japenga's
defense needs work, but she's improving
quickly and had a good Jump shot.
Bridgette Knittel did well at a new position and improved her defense before she
broke her hand in mid-season. Lenore
Masiarczyk Is a good shooter and could be
a top guard with Improvement.
Snyder also feels that maybe the team
was too "psyched up" for the winter trip,
and "peaked" a few games later, when
they were 8-4.
Another thing that has carried over
from last year Is Hope's Inability to win
on the road. In 12 MIAA road games in the
past two seasons, Hope has won only at
Kazoo: no accomplishment in light of the
lowly Hornet's 50 game losing streak.
One key factor that has not really been
mentioned yet is the fact that women's
basketbaU in Michigan has simply improved. Hope has proven that they can
improve and be competitive; they rarely
get blown out anymore. But in order to
become a consistantly winning ball club,
they must improve at a faster rate than
other teams. Snyder, the team, and those
who follow It closely know that improvement has come, and can derive satisfaction from that. In the future, the Flying
Dutch hope they can prove that to others
in the won-lost column. Three seniorsHanson, Berens and Foy- will be missed,
but a strong nucleus returns. If you add in
some more improvement and good
recruits, the consistant victories may
come.
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THURSDAYS
—MEXICAN SPECIAL—
Starting at 4:30 P.M. Until Closing
Wet burrltos
% Wet Burrltos
Toco Dinner
Enchiloda Dinner
Single Toco.
Single Tostodo

2.95
1.95
2.45
2.45
95
.95

Pina Coladas & Strawberry Daiquiri's
Spec. $1.75 reg. $2.25
*4e!

SB*

reg.
reg.
reg.
reg.
reg.
reg

3.75
2.75
2.95
2.95
1.25

1.60
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Sports
Athletes Honored For Outstanding Performance
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Awards to outstanding performers during the winter sports season at Hope College and captains of 1982-83 teams were
announced Monday night during an
assembly on campus.
Hope had a succesful winter sports
season, winning two championships while
maintaining its lead in the league allsports race.
The men's swimming team tied for second place while the wrestling squad
finished in a tie for third. The women's
basketball team was sixth in the league
race.
Senior co-captains Scott Benson and
Matt Neil were voted co-most valuable
players on the men's basketball team.
Both were elected to the all-MIAA first
team and Neil was voted co-most
valuable in the league. Freshman Chip
Henry was voted the team's most improved player. Co-x;aptains of the 1982-83 Dutchmen will be sophomores Todd Schuiling
and Jeff Heerdt.
Freshmen David Beckman and Jeff
Dills were voted most valuable players on
the men's jayvee basketball squad while
freshman Terry Van Dyken was voted
most improved.
In women's basketball junior Annette
Groenink was voted the team's most improved player while senior Lora Hanson
was named recipient of the Barbara
Geeting Memorial Award which is given
annually by the women's basketball
coaching staff on the basis of maximum
overall contribution to the team. Miss
Geeting was a 1978 graduate of Hope College who died in an automobile accident
in 1979. There was no most valuable
player award in women's basketball. Cocaptains of the 1982-83 Flying Dutch will
be Groenink and sophomore Robin Pfeiffer.
Junior Deb Flld was voted most
valuable player on the women's jayvee
basketball team while freshman mary
DeJonge was voted most improved.
The men's swimming team recognized
senior Craig Anderson for overall contribution to the team. There was no award
for an outstanding member of the team.

Coach John Patnott announced that
freshmen Mike Ver Plank and Jay Little
were voted to the MIAA all-conference
swim team.
The women's swimming team maintained its tradition of not giving individual honors in recognition of the team
effort in winning the MIAA championship.
The wrestling team voted senior Garry
Visscher as the most outstanding
wrestler while senior Pete White was
selected the most valuable. Freshmen
Tim Mindling and Bob Karel were voted
most improved. Co-captains of the 1982-83
team will be Brad Conrad and Jeff
Machiela.

freestyles; sophomore Kirsten Newhof of
Grand Rapids in the 200 and 400
freestyles; freshman Lisa Kortering of
Zeeland in the 200 freestyle; senior Nancy
Scholten of Holland in the 800 freestyle;
and freshman Janet Howatt of Ann Arbor
in the 800 freestyle.
The national meet closes the book on
the most successful women's swimming
season in Hope history. Coach John Patnott's Flying Dutch finished undefeated
in dual meets (10-0) and won their third
straight MIAA championship.

free. Stanwood became the first Hope and
MIAA woman athlete to win a national
championship. She was also a member of
Hope's medal-winning relay teams in the
200 freestyle, 400 freestyle and 800
freestyle.
Senior Lynn Bufe of Lincolnshire, 111.,
culminated her collegiate career with an
11th place finish in three meter diving.
Earning All American status for their
medal-winning performances in relays
were senior Leslie Bethards of Okemos in
the 400 freestyle; freshman Neddie
Haven of Lansing in the 200, 400 and 800

Japinga appointed

Members of the wrestling squad
William Japinga has been appointed
presented a plaque to Jim DeHorn in coach of the men's tennis team at Hope
recognition of his two seasons as head College, according to Ray Smith, director
coach. DeHorn, who also teaches and of athletics for men.
coaches at Allendale High School, will not
Japinga will fill a vacancy created by
be coaching the Hope wrestlers next the Jan. 24 death of Lawrence J. Green,
season.
long-time Hope men's tennis coach.
Senior Trish Carr was voted most
Japinga is an assistant professor of
valuable member of the basketball business administration at Hope and has
cheerleading squad while sophomore an extensive background in tennis, both
Mike Wissink was chosen the most im- as a player and instructor.
proved cheerleader. Co-captains for the
A native of Holland, Mich., Japinga was
1982-83 cheerleading squad will be juniors an All-America t e n n i s p l a y e r at
Julie Bosch and Bill Pollack.
Kalamazoo College, perennial champion
of the MIAA. As a senior he was
Eight members of the Hope College
women's swimming team earned All
America honors during the AIAW Division III swimming and diving championCHRISTOPHER DEAN: If you admire "guts." as
ships this past weekend at Allegheny Col- you claim, why don't you tell us your real
lege, Meadville, Pa.
name? A r e you afroid or embarrassed by you
The MIAA champion Flying Dutch
beliefs? By the way, the Academic Skills
finished 17th in the field of 64 teams.
Center staff can help you improve your w r i t i n g
Hamline University of St. Paul, Minn,
skills.'R.E.D.
won its third consecutive national cham'84 MORALE GUYS: Once again you were
pionship with 440 points while Hope totalAWESOME!! We "scoped" & thought you w e r e
ed 56 points.
sweeeet. We love yo a l l ! - Your Morale Girls
The top 12 finishers in each event were
P.S. Thanks for the pleasure of w o r k i n g w i t h
awarded medals and declared All
you again • it was super! ••Love. Sheryl.
Americans.
Freshman Sarah Stanwood of Ann Ar- Cheryl: Just think, no more you know what
bor was the gold medal winner in the 200- w i t h you know who for ten whole days! GO
yard individual medley and finished 7th
WILD!-Love. Take a guess.
in the 200-yard freestyle and 8th in the 100 Brian: I had nothing to do w i t h last week's ed.-

p r e s e n t e d the K a l a m a z o o College
Athletic Association Medal for excellence
in scholarship and athletics.
Japinga, 44, received the master of
business administration with distinction
degree from Northwestern University.
He recently completed a doctoral study
program in m a r k e t i n g from Northwestern.
From 1978-81 he was director of tennis
and head professional at the Holland Tennis Club. He previously was head professional at several tennis clubs in Illinois.
A member of the Hope faculty since
1981, Japinga teaches marketing.

Classifieds

-Tim.

Hottest in History
a .614 percentage in all games, which is
believed to be a Hope single season
record for a starter.
Senior Scott Benson of Cadillac became
one of only 13 persons in Hope basketball
history to score more than 1,000 career
points. He ended with 1,049 in 69 games,
an average of 15.2 points per contest.
Benson and senior Matt Neil of
Hastings were voted to the all-MIAA
team. Benson was afforded the honor for
the third straight season while Neil, who
was also voted the MIAA's co-most
valuable player, received the award for
the second time..
No career record has been established
for field goal shooting percentage, but
Neil and Benson have to rank with the
deadliest in Hope history. Neil finished
with a career percentage of .546 ( 379-694)
while Benson posted a .529 mark (453856)
Xu 1982-82 schedule will include 10
home ^ames beginning with a first-time
meeting. against Nazareth College of
Kalamazoo on Nov. 23. Other highlights of
the schedule will include a Dec. 11 game
at Grand Valley and a holiday tournament involving the Dutchmen, Calvin,
Dordt and Central of Iowa in games to be
in both Holland and Grand Rapids.

Welcome JoEllen and Central Michigan! Hope
your visit is enjoyable.- WooDMaN.
Billy, don't forget to lock the front door during
spring break. ^
Miss Becky: Have a super-fantastic break. NO
STUDYING ALLOWED! See you in Hawaii? -C
& A.

NUKE HUTTER'S TAKEHOME EXAM!
Kurt: Thanks for sharing a part of my life Love, J. "Heather"
MOM; Have a wonderful break. With us kids
away you'll have plenty of time for peace and
quiet (you won't have to worry about your Tab
disappearing, or your couch). We'll all be bock
soon (too soon?), safe and sound. -Love, all

Judas H.. week two. . . At the age of ten
Judas" lust for money and other valuable commodities lead him to a life of crime. Judas was
cought dipping into the collection plote to pay
for his Illicit acts to make boil. Have a nice

The MIAA champion Hope College
men's basketball team was the highest
scoring and hottest squad in the school's
history according to final statistics.
Coach Glenn Van Wieren's Dutchmen
won the MIAA championship with a 10-2
record and posted a 19-5 overall mark
enroute to finishing runner-up in the
NCAA Division III Great Lakes Regional
tournament.
The Dutchmen became the first Hope
team to score more than 2,000 points in a
season. They finished with 2,013 points for
an average of 83.9 per game which should
place them among the nation's top scoring NCAA Division III teams when the
final stats are released later this month.
The previous record was 1,955 points in
22 games by the 1964-65 Dutchmen.
The Dutchmen shot .510 as a team, surpassing the previous record of .503 by the
1979-80 squad. The team's 822 field goals
were also a record-setting, with the
previous mark being 775 in 1971-72.
Senior Brian Beckman of Shelby
established a new career record for free
throw shooting with an .843 percentage
(86 of 102). The previous record was .838
(156 of 186) by Tom Dykstra from 1968-70.
Beckman als6 led the MIAA in field goal

Coach

b r e a k . . . J.H.
To Hopes biochemistry major: Dedication,
perseverance, and answered prayers got you
the major. Keep believing in yourself, and
never stop dreaming.
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SALVADOR! Mass Meeting, Saturday. March
27, 11 a.m. Malcolm X Park, 16th and Euclid
N.W., Washington. D C.
WANTED: Clowns in costume. Ride unicycle.
juggle, magic tricks, gymnastics, whatever.
Be able to mix w i t h crowd, needed one day
only and win pay. Coll Jan, 6532 or Tricio,

6861.

Anna: Have some fun in the sun in balmy
Cadillac. I sure will be! A l o h a !

Happy Birthday K i t t !

Y'all come back, ya

hear!

MOM: We'll send you o postcard from the sunny. fun-filled state of Louisiana - Baton Rouge

Happy Birthday Carolyn!

and New Orleans to be exact. If it rains I'll

Backstabbers: Have a great spring break, but

definitely be thinking of you! --Love, Pendle.

remember to "Return to your stronghold, ye

Why

throw

money

away

renting

a

prisoners of Hope."

refrigerator? You can buy a d o r m r o o m - s i i e d

CHRISTOPHER DEAN: Would you go to El

Avanti in great condition for a mere $75, then

Salvador to "fight for democracy" if Reagan

sell it later. Call 6240 or stop by at Phelps 239.

told you to 0

What are YOU doing this summer? How w o u l d

Petitions to run for o Student Congress office

you like to spend June 12-August 15 outdoors-

are

•swimming, sailing, horseback riding, canoe-

cafeteria. Don t delay; these petitions are due

ing, biking, camping, and doing archery, arts

Wed. April 14.

and crafts, and environmental education as a

A p r i l 22. Contact Student Congress or Dave

camp counselor? Camp Anna Behrens. a G i r l

Vanderwel for more info.

Scout Camp located north of Grand Rapids, is

Positions are available for the "82-'83 Judicial

now hiring. If you are at all interested contact

Board. Interested students should submit a

available

in

the

Kletz

and

Phelps

Elections will be held Thurs.

"

one page paper to the Student Congress office

To Beth and Shiela: We love y o u ! - H a r r y and

or Dave Vanderwel by Wed. A p r i l 14. Do it

Stanley

now! '

• Mary ot extension 6039.
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P.S. Catch you next month same t i i r f o ? ) .

FOR SALE: gas-guzzling Torino. Gets 5mpg in

DANCE VIII - o spectacle t h a t ' t h o u l d n l be

the garage, 6 on the road. For more mfo call
Dave Mevers. ex.

3230.
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